WOLF HUNTER

The hunter is far away from his home, and needs to go home to save his family from the wild wolves. However, he will be killed on his way if he is in contact with any wolves. Same for his family, they will be killed if any wolves get next to his home. Also the wolf's communities will spread by following the rules of Conway's Game of Life. He has only ten arrows, he can used them to kill any wolves when he and his home are in danger. So, he needs your help to guide him and help him to take down any wolves that threatened him or his home. The journey has to be completed before the wolves reaches 40th generation, since the family will be starved to death by that time without the hunter.

The Goal of this game is to move the hunter along the grids until he reaches home before the wolves reaches 40th generation. However, if the wolves generation comes to a stable pattern, then the generation counter will be stopped, then the Hunter will have plenty of time to get home. The goal can be achieved with his ten arrows to kill some wolves.

How to Play:

Start a New Game: Click Mouse Left Button on the "New" Button.

Move Hunter (up, down, left or right): Use the Arrow Keys.

Kill a Wolf: Click Mouse Right Button on the wolf.
Game Over:

You won if you get the hunter to reach his home.

You lost if hunter or his home has one or more wolves next to either of them vertically or horizontally or diagonally.

Hunter appreciates your help!